RAYMOND & VICKIE DUKE

You might have noticed this quiet couple at the Races, they are there a lot, sometimes they have a connection to a horse that’s racing, sometimes they are there just because they love Quarter Horse Racing!

Vickie has been involved with QHRAI for over 20 years, she has served as Secretary, Vice-President and is currently the Gaming Revenue Trustee, she received the President’s award in 2009 and has been involved in the Youth Racing Experience for many years.

They developed this passion too many years ago to count, they are still involved, still racing, still breeding and most important still having fun in an activity that the whole family can enjoy! They have been a supporter and spokesperson for Indiana Quarter Horse Racing. They love participating! They have bought, bred and raised race horses always searching for ways to improve the quality of horses in Indiana. They brought Stallions to Indiana to be involved in the Indiana program, Chilled Corona and in a partnership with Scoop Vessels, Quick Action. One of their early race horses, Six Packin Robin was stakes placed starting her career in Oklahoma, she then became a successful broodmare for the Duke Family. Others in the early years, Chilled Six Pack, Fly The Concorde, Uncommon Episode. Recent successful race horses, Fantastic Six Pack, Louisiana Lover, Tachas Secret, Inseperable Blood, Apollitical Regard and Paint Your Legacy. They have raced and sold horses that have went on to produce Graded Stakes offspring, Eye Popping & Cartel Regards, they are the dams of Shott Gun, Instygator, Ezee Monee, Apollitical Regard & Extermynator to name a few. What’s next for this couple?